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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.
BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.

1:1

a)
b)
c)
d)

Recognizes the beginning and end of an event.
Recalls information about the immediate past.
Develops awareness that events occurred before the child’s birth.
Explores changes over time in environment by comparing pictures and hearing stories about the way something or
someone looked in the past compared to now.
e) Describes or represents a limited series of events in the correct sequence.
f) Experiments with general terms related to the elements of time.
g) Makes predictions about what may occur.

GUIDING QUESTIONS: What evidence have you observed that indicates the child understands that people are the same in
some ways and different in other ways (e.g., some children speak with their hands, some use their voice, some use Spanish,
some use English)? Tell about a time when the child demonstrated understanding that families can be similar and different. For
example, child looks at pictures or photographs of families and makes comments such as, “I have a sister and you have a
brother.” Does the child display awareness of routines? How? How does the child respond to transitions in routines or activities?
Are the child’s actions different for familiar transitions versus new transitions? How does the child react when the daily routine
changes? Describe how the child shows understanding of the time concept of yesterday, today, and tomorrow.
Big Idea: Historical Perspective History is an account of events, people, ideas and their interaction over time that can be interpreted through multiple perspectives. In order for students to
understand the present and plan for the future, they must understand the past. Studying history engages students in the lives, aspirations, struggles, accomplishments, and failures of real people.
Students need to think in an historical context in order to understand significant ideas, beliefs, themes, patterns and events, and how individuals and societies have changed over time in
Kentucky, the United States and the World. Academic Expectations 2.20 Students understand, analyze, and interpret historical events, conditions, trends, and issues to develop historical
perspective.
Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings Students will understand that (1) history is an account of human activities that is interpretive in nature. A variety of tools (e.g., primary and
secondary sources) are needed to understand historical events. (2) history is a series of connected events shaped by multiple cause-effect relationships, tying past to present. (3) history has
been impacted by significant individuals and groups.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) develop an understanding of the nature of history using a variety of tools (e.g., primary and secondary sources, family mementoes, artifacts,
Internet, diaries, timelines, maps): (a) examine the past (of selves and the community) (b) distinguish among past, present and future people, places, events (c) explain why people move and
settle in different places; explore the contributions of diverse groups (2) use print and non-print sources (e.g., stories, folktales, legends, films, magazines, Internet, oral history): (a) investigate
and give examples of factual and fictional accounts of historical events o explore and give examples of change over time (e.g., transportation, clothing, communication, technology, occupations)
(3) investigate the significance of patriotic symbols, patriotic songs, patriotic holidays and landmarks (e.g., the flag of the United States, the song “My Country, ‘Tis of Thee,” the Fourth of July,
Veterans’ Day, the Statue of Liberty)
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
a) Recognizes the beginning and end of an event.
Beginning, end, start, finish

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can identify the
beginning.

•
•

Chris comes and sits on the circle time rug when the music stops.
Mykala claps at the end of a song.

REASONING
I know the difference
in beginning and end.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL

PRODUCT

I can identify the
end.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1b
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
b) Recalls information about the immediate past.
Past, today, yesterday, tomorrow, past, present, future

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES
KNOWLEDGE
I know that the
past is something
that already
happened.

•
•

When Grandpa asked what he did today at child care, Eddie says, “I painted.”
Bethany reports, “I was building with the blocks and Kyra knocked them down.”

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can distinguish between
I can tell you something about my recent past.
something that happened
within the past hour, past
day, past week.

PRODUCT

I can recall
information.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
c) Develops awareness that events occurred before the child’s birth.
Before, after

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I know that things
happened before
I was born.

•
•

Clarice shows friend a doll and says, “This was my Mommy’s when she was a little girl.”
Shavon points to a picture of his Daddy in an Army uniform and says, “My daddy worked in the Army but I don’t
remember because I wasn’t born yet.” (Approaches to Learning: Initiative and Curiosity)

REASONING
I can distinguish
between something
that happened before
and after I was born.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can tell you something that happened before I was born.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1d
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
d) Explores changes over time in environment by comparing pictures and hearing stories about the way
something or someone looked in the past compared to now.
Before, after, explore

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION
•

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can explain how
things change
over time.

•

“There’s no leaves on the tree,” Leia comments when looking at pictures of her house in the summer and in the
winter.
Ellie listens to a story about her town told by her Grandma and asks, “Were you little like me?” (Approaches to
Learning: Persistence and Attentiveness)

REASONING
I can distinguish
between things that
happen in the spring,
summer, fall, and
winter.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1e
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
e) Describes or represents a limited series of events in the correct sequence.
Yesterday, today, tomorrow, now, next, past, present, future

TSG CONNECTIONS: 12. Remembers and connects experiences. 12a. Recognizes and recalls 5 emerging to 6. Tells about
experiences in order, provides details, and evaluates the experience; recalls 3 or 4 items removed from view. 22. Compares and
measures 4. Compares and orders a small set of objects as appropriate according to size, length, weight, area, or volume; knows
usual sequence of basic daily events and a few ordinal numbers.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

Sarah recalls and tells about a trip to McDonalds, “I ate chicken nuggets. I climbed on the toys.”
Lee says “After circle time we have work time, then lunch.”
Adria acts out “The Three Little Pigs” in the correct order. (Approaches to Learning: Persistence and
Attentiveness)

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
KNOWLEDGE
REASONING
SKILL
I can tell you what I know the difference I can use pictures or words to put a series of events in
I did and what I
between past,
order.
will do.
present & future.

PRODUCT

I can sequence
events.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1f
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
f) Experiments with general terms related to the elements of time.
Today, yesterday, tomorrow, then, next, last

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can identify today.
I can identify
tomorrow.

•
•
•

Today is preschool day,” says Conner.
Andre says, “Yesterday I am going to the zoo.”
Nicole says “On cartoon day I’m going to Grandma’s house.”

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can use time
I can talk about yesterday, today, & tomorrow.
sequence words to
distinguish between
I can use time sequence words to tell a series of
events that happened
events.
throughout the day.

PRODUCT

I can identify
yesterday.
I can identify time
sequence words:
first, next, then, last,
before, after etc.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.1g
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Differentiates between events that happen in the past, present, and future.
g) Makes predictions about what may occur.
Prediction

TSG CONNECTIONS: 31. Explores change related to familiar people or places.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can guess what
will happen.
I can define
prediction as
something that
may happen in
the future.

•
•

Max tells a teacher, “I’m going on the bus home.”
“After lunch we will sing songs,” says DaJun. (Approaches to Learning: Persistence and Attentiveness)

REASONING
I can distinguish
between what has
happened and a
prediction of what
may happen.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1:2

BENCHMARK:
Uses environmental clues and tools to understanding surroundings.
a) Distinguishes through demonstration and/or description characteristics of the physical environment.
b) Distinguishes different environments by the people or signs that are a part of that environment.
c) Recognizes and uses a variety of objects and materials that represent the environment.
d) Shows interest in investigating geography through the use of maps, globes, charts, compasses, etc.

GUIDING QUESTIONS: Can the child describe elements in his/her everyday environments (e.g., rooms, objects, people in each
setting)? Can child talk about locations of daily routines such as where he/she eats, sleeps, has a bath, etc.? How does the child
represent features in the immediate environment (e.g., draws a map of bedroom layout)? Can the child indicate which flag is the
US flag and which is the Kentucky flag? What does the child do during the pledge to the United States flag? What does the child
do when a moment of silence is observed? How does the child participate when there is a class vote? How does the child react
to the result of the vote?
Big Idea: Geography Geography includes the study of the five fundamental themes of location, place, regions, movement and human/environmental interaction. Students
need geographic knowledge to analyze issues and problems to better understand how humans have interacted with their environment over time, how geography has
impacted settlement and population, and how geographic factors influence climate, culture, the economy and world events. A geographic perspective also enables students
to better understand the past and present and to prepare for the future. Academic Expectations 2.19 Students recognize and understand the relationship between people
and geography and apply their knowledge in real-life situations.
Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings Students will understand that (1) the use of geographic tools (e.g., maps, globes, charts, graphs) and mental maps help
to locate places, recognize patterns and identify geographic features. (2) patterns emerge as humans move, settle and interact on Earth’s surface and can be identified by
examining the location of physical and human characteristics, how they are arranged and why they are in particular locations. (3) people depend on, adapt to, and/or modify
the environment to meet basic needs. Human actions modify the physical environment and in turn, the physical environment limits and/or promotes human activities.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) develop an understanding of patterns on the Earth’s surface using a variety of geographic tools (e.g., maps, globes, charts,
graphs): (a) locate and describe familiar places at school and the community (b) create maps that identify the relative location of familiar places and objects (e.g., school,
neighborhood) (c) identify major landforms (e.g., continents, mountain ranges) and major bodies of water (e.g., oceans, rivers)
(2) investigate the Earth’s surface using print and non-print sources (e.g., books, magazines, films, Internet, geographic tools): (a) locate and describe places (e.g., local
environments, different habitats) using their physical characteristics (e.g., landforms, bodies of water) (b) identify and explain patterns of human settlement in different
places (3) compare ways people and animals modify the physical environment to meet their basic needs (e.g., clearing land to build homes versus building nests and
burrows as shelters) (4) recognize how technology helps people move, settle, and interact in the world
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.2a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Uses environmental clues and tools to understanding surroundings.
a) Distinguishes through demonstration and/or description characteristics of the physical environment.
Environment

TSG CONNECTIONS: 32. Demonstrates simple geographic knowledge.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•
•
•

KNOWLEDGE
I can identify
characteristics of
my physical
environment.
I can identify
simple
geographic terms.

“I live in a blue house,” says Ryan.
Abby says, “There’s the playground. I see the slide.”
Dominick says, “There’s finger paint in the art center and a dump truck in the block center.”
Steven tells his friend at preschool about the playground in his neighborhood by describing what he likes to do
there.
Olivia takes three colored keys and tries each one in the lock in the box. “The blue one is the right one,” she
says.

REASONING
I can distinguish
between a pond, lake
and ocean.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can use details to describe things around me.

PRODUCT

I can distinguish
between a desert
and a forest.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.2b
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Uses environmental clues and tools to understanding surroundings.
b) Distinguishes different environments by the people or signs that are a part of that environment.
Environment

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live. 32. Demonstrates simple geographic
knowledge.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can tell you
different things
make up different
environments.
I can identify
signs that tell
different
environments.

•
•
•
•

Ramona can recognize her name or symbol on her cubby.
Geno can recognize the “Stop” sign outside the school building.
Aiden sees lions, tigers and elephants in a picture book and says, “They live in a zoo.”
As soon as Raymond gets to Grandma’s house, he runs to the cookie jar in the kitchen.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL

REASONING
I can classify
environments based on
characteristics.

PRODUCT

I can distinguish
between environments
by the people or signs in
them. (hospital-schoolfire station-post office
etc.).
McCracken County Preschool
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.2c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Uses environmental clues and tools to understanding surroundings.
c) Recognizes and uses a variety of objects and materials that represent the environment.
Environment

TSG CONNECTIONS: 27. Demonstrates knowledge of Earth’s environment.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

KNOWLEDGE
I know what is
and belongs in an
environment.

Cory puts house and store shapes on the flannel board.
Jamal can use a “Where are we chart” (chart shows activities locations), by moving a symbol or indicator to the
place where he is going next. (Approaches to Learning: Persistence and Attentiveness)
Tameka uses blocks and signs to represent her street and house.

REASONING
I can classify the
environment based
on characteristics.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can use various objects and materials to show the
environment (forest, ocean, home, farm, zoo).

PRODUCT
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.2d

BENCHMARK:
Uses environmental clues and tools to understanding surroundings.
d) Shows interest in investigating geography through the use of maps, globes, charts, compasses, etc.

KEY VOCABULARY
Maps, geography, globes, compasses, charts, investigating
TSG CONNECTIONS: 32. Demonstrates simple geographic knowledge.
DIFFERENTIATION
•
•

EXAMPLES

•
•

Ben brings a travel map to class to show how the family drove to Florida.
Caleb and Kyra play with cars and trucks on the “road map” rug in the block center. (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)
Angie asks her Mommy, “Where do we live?” when looking at the globe. Sylvia shares a compass her Dad
used on a camping and hiking trip during small group time.
Phillipe and Marcus drew a treasure map chart after hiding several toy dinosaurs in the block center.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
KNOWLEDGE
REASONING
SKILL
I can tell maps show location.
I can distinguish between a
I can use a map to locate
map and a globe.
something in my room or
I can define globe as a representation of
school.
earth.
I can distinguish between a
chart and a map.
I can define map as a picture that
shows different parts of something.

PRODUCT

I can define compass as a device that
shows direction. (north, south, east,
west.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

BENCHMARK:
Shows an awareness of fundamental economic concepts.
a) Recognizes the relationship between supply and demand.
1:3
b) Recognizes and uses objects for barter or trade.
c) Recognizes the use of money as a means of exchange.
GUIDING QUESTIONS: How does the child’s play reflect his understanding about consumerism (e.g., participates in
buying/selling items found in the store or restaurant play center)? What school and community helpers does the child know
about? Does he know their roles or what they do in their jobs (e.g., a fire man puts out fires, mail carrier delivers mail)? Does the
child know names of coins: penny, nickel, dime, quarter, dollar? Does child buy simple objects in store without help – gets object,
gives money, waits for change? How does child demonstrate understanding of people’s basic needs? (food, clothing, shelter).
Big Idea: Economics Economics includes the study of production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services. Students need to understand how their economic
decisions affect them, others and the nation as a whole. The purpose of economic education is to enable individuals to function effectively both in their own personal lives
and as citizens and participants in an increasingly connected world economy. Students need to understand the benefits and costs of economic interaction and
interdependence among people, societies and governments. Academic Expectations 2.18 Students understand economic principles and are able to make economic
decisions that have consequences in daily living.
Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings - Students will understand that (1) the basic economic problem confronting individuals and groups in our community
today is scarcity; as a result of scarcity economic choices and decisions must be made. (2) a variety of fundamental economic concepts (e.g., supply and demand,
opportunity cost) impact individuals, groups and businesses in the community today. (3) economic institutions are created to help individuals, groups and businesses in the
community accomplish common goals. (4) markets enable buyers and sellers to exchange goods and services. (5) production, distribution and consumption of goods and
services in the community have changed over time. (6) individuals, groups and businesses in the community demonstrate interdependence as they make
economic decisions about the use of resources (e.g., natural, human, capital) in the production, distribution, and consumption of goods and services.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) develop an understanding of the nature of limited resources and scarcity: (a) investigate and give examples of resources
(b) explain why people cannot have all the goods and services they want (c) solve economic problems related to prioritizing resources, saving, loaning and spending money
(d) explore differences between limited natural resources and limited human resources (2) investigate banks in the community and explain how they help people (e.g., loan
money, save money) (3) compare ways people in the past/present acquired what they needed, using basic economic terms related to markets (e.g., goods, services, profit,
consumer, producer, supply, demand, buyers, sellers, barter) (4) describe and give examples of production, distribution and consumption of goods and services in the
community
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.3a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Shows an awareness of fundamental economic concepts.
a) Recognizes the relationship between supply and demand.
More, supply, demand

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

“I want to ride that,” says Clinton, pointing to the tricycles that are all taken on the playground.
Anthony says to the teacher, “I want to play with the car but Mark has it.”
Joe is passing out milk cartons and says to the teacher, “I don’t have enough milk. We have more children
than milk.”

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
KNOWLEDGE
REASONING
SKILL
I know when there is I can determine what
not enough and more happens to the supply
is needed.
when the demand
increases.
I can define supply
as what is available.
I can determine what
happens to the supply
I can define demand when the demand
as what is wanted.
decreases.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.3b
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Shows an awareness of fundamental economic concepts.
b) Recognizes and uses objects for barter or trade.
Give, take, trade, barter, buy, sell,

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION
•

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I know how to give
and take.
I can define trade as
buying, selling, or
bartering.

•

In the housekeeping center, Brian plays “grocery store” with Mykala and uses play money and the cash
register as they “buy” groceries.
Rashonda says, “I’ll let you play with my truck if you give me the firefighter’s hat.” (Logic and Reasoning:
Reasoning and Problem-Solving)

REASONING
I can distinguish
between give and
take.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can demonstrate how to use money to buy.

PRODUCT

I can demonstrate how to use objects to barter.

I can distinguish
between buying
and selling.

I can define barter as
a trade without
money.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.3c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Shows an awareness of fundamental economic concepts.
c) Recognizes the use of money as a means of exchange.
Money. Exchange, trade, goods, services

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION
•

EXAMPLES

•
•

KNOWLEDGE
I can identify money
as coins or bills used
to buy goods or
services.

Elizabeth says, “I got a dollar for my birthday and I’m going to buy a new book.” (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)
“We buy ice cream there,” says Travis pointing to the ice cream shop in his neighborhood. Do you have
money to buy some?” he asks.
“You give me those dollars,” says Tara to John, “and you can have that ball.”

REASONING
I can distinguish
between basic
goods and
services.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can demonstrate how to use money to buy goods or
services.

PRODUCT

I can define goods as Good: book, toy
objects I can buy.
Service: haircut,
I can define service
as things people do
for me.
McCracken County Preschool
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1:4

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
a) Identifies examples of authority.
b) Follows routines with little supervision.
c) Recognizes there are different rules for different places.
d) Understands there are consequences for actions.
e) Follows rules applicable to the situation with little supervision.

KEY VOCABULARY
GUIDING QUESTIONS:

Big Idea: Government and Civics The study of government and civics equips students to understand the nature of government and the unique characteristics of American
representative democracy, including its fundamental principles, structure and the role of citizens. Understanding the historical development of structures of power, authority
and governance and their evolving functions in contemporary U.S. society and other parts of the world is essential for developing civic competence. An understanding of
civic ideals and practices of citizenship is critical to full participation in society and is a central purpose of the social studies. Academic Expectations 2.14 Students
understand the democratic principles of justice, equality, responsibility, and freedom and apply them to real-life situations. Academic Expectations 2.15 Students can
accurately describe various forms of government and analyze issues that relate to the rights and responsibilities of citizens in a democracy.
Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings Students will understand that (1) local governments are formed to establish order, provide security and accomplish
common goals. (2) citizens of local communities have certain rights and responsibilities in a democratic society. (3) local communities promote the basic principles (e.g.,
liberty, justice, equality, rights, responsibilities) of a democratic form of government.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) demonstrate (e.g., speak, draw, write) an understanding of the nature of government: (a) explain basic functions (to
establish order, to provide security and accomplish common goals) of local government (b) explore and give examples of the services (e.g., police and fire protection,
maintenance of roads, snow removal, garbage pick-up) (c) investigate how the local government pays for services (by collecting taxes from people who live there) (d)
explain the reasons for rules in the home and at school; and compare rules (e.g., home, school) and laws in the local community
(e) investigate the importance of rules and laws and give examples of what life would be like without rules and laws (home, school, community) (2) explore personal rights
and responsibilities: (a) explain, demonstrate, give examples of ways to show good citizenship at school and in the community (e.g., recycling, picking up trash) (b) describe
the importance of civic participation and locate examples (e.g., donating canned food to a class food drive) in current events/news (3) use a variety of print and non-print
sources (e.g., stories, books, interviews, observations) to identify and describe basic democratic ideas (e.g., liberty, justice, equality, rights, responsibility)
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.4a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
a) Identifies examples of authority.

Authority, parent, teacher, principal, policeman

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can name authority
figures in my home
or school.
I can name and
describe authority
figure in my
environment.

•
•
•
•

“My mommy lets me play in here,” says Evan.
Annie says, “Policemen keep us safe. They catch ‘bad people’.”
Damon says that his big brother can tell him what to do when his Mommy is not at home.
“Daddy says, ‘Don’t touch the matches,’” Claudio tells Mia while standing by the fireplace.

REASONING
I can distinguish
between authority
figures in my
home, school or
community.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL

McCracken County Preschool
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.4b
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
b) Follows routines with little supervision.
Routine, schedule

TSG CONNECTIONS: 1. Regulates own emotions and behaviors. 1b. Follows limits and expectations. 6. Manages classroom
rules, routines, and transitions with occasional reminders.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•

Pedro cleans up when finishing an art activity.
Toby puts all the paper cups and napkins out for snack time by himself. (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)

KNOWLEDGE
REASONING
I can define routine
I can classify
as regular procedure. which routine
goes with which
I can explain when to environment.
follow a routine.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
SKILL
I can follow a routine.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.4c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
c) Recognizes there are different rules for different places.
Rules

TSG CONNECTIONS: 1. Regulates own emotions and behaviors. 1b. Follows limits and expectations. 7 -8. Applies rules in new
but similar situations.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I know rules keep me
safe.
I know there are
different rules for
different
environments.

•
•
•

Luke knows to ride the tricycle only in the designated area of the playground.
Sue says, “I have to use my inside voice in the room.”
Jillian says, “Grandma doesn’t make me rest after lunch.”

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can determine which
rules keep me safe.

PRODUCT

I can tell the why there
are different rules for
different environments.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.4d
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
d) Understands there are consequences for actions.

Consequences

TSG CONNECTIONS: 1. Regulates own emotions and behaviors. 1b. Follows limits and expectations. 6. Manages classroom
rules, routines, and transitions with occasional reminders.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

KNOWLEDGE
I can explain the
consequences of my
actions.

•
•
•

Marci says, “You’ll fall,” when Ben climbs high on the playground structure.
Andy says, “If you throw sand you will have to get out.”
Alex tells his friend not to pull the puppy’s tail. “It hurts her,” he says.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.4e
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Recognizes and/or follows rules within the home, school, community.
e) Follows rules applicable to the situation with little supervision.
Rules

TSG CONNECTIONS: 1. Regulates own emotions and behaviors. 1b. Follows limits and expectations. 6. Manages classroom
rules, routines, and transitions with occasional reminders.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

KNOWLEDGE
I can define rules as what to
do and what not to do in
situations.

Nina uses outside play equipment appropriately with little supervision.
Cami leads the line to the outside door of the building, stops and waits for her teacher.
Max finishes at the computer and gets Sarah for her turn. (Approaches to Learning: Persistence and
Attentiveness)

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can categorize
I can follow rules in different environments.
which rules apply in
which environment.

PRODUCT

I can identify the rules that
keep me safe.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1:5

BENCHMARK:
Demonstrates understanding of the roles and relationships within his/her family and/or
community.
a) Recognizes the roles within his/her house.
b) Knows place in family structure.
c) Uses familiar relationships to make sense of the world.

KEY VOCABULARY
GUIDING QUESTIONS:

Big Idea: Government and Civics The study of government and civics equips students to understand the nature of government and the unique characteristics of American
representative democracy, including its fundamental principles, structure and the role of citizens. Understanding the historical development of structures of power, authority
and governance and their evolving functions in contemporary U.S. society and other parts of the world is essential for developing civic competence. An understanding of
civic ideals and practices of citizenship is critical to full participation in society and is a central purpose of the social studies. Academic Expectations 2.14 Students
understand the democratic principles of justice, equality, responsibility, and freedom and apply them to real-life situations. Academic Expectations 2.15 Students can
accurately describe various forms of government and analyze issues that relate to the rights and responsibilities of citizens in a democracy.
Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings Students will understand that (1) local governments are formed to establish order, provide security and accomplish
common goals. (2) citizens of local communities have certain rights and responsibilities in a democratic society. (3) local communities promote the basic principles (e.g.,
liberty, justice, equality, rights, responsibilities) of a democratic form of government.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) demonstrate (e.g., speak, draw, write) an understanding of the nature of government: (a) explain basic functions (to
establish order, to provide security and accomplish common goals) of local government (b) explore and give examples of the services (e.g., police and fire protection,
maintenance of roads, snow removal, garbage pick-up) (c) investigate how the local government pays for services (by collecting taxes from people who live there) (d)
explain the reasons for rules in the home and at school; and compare rules (e.g., home, school) and laws in the local community
(e) investigate the importance of rules and laws and give examples of what life would be like without rules and laws (home, school, community) (2) explore personal rights
and responsibilities: (a) explain, demonstrate, give examples of ways to show good citizenship at school and in the community (e.g., recycling, picking up trash) (b) describe
the importance of civic participation and locate examples (e.g., donating canned food to a class food drive) in current events/news (3) use a variety of print and non-print
sources (e.g., stories, books, interviews, observations) to identify and describe basic democratic ideas (e.g., liberty, justice, equality, rights, responsibility)
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.5a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Demonstrates understanding of the roles and relationships within his/her family and/or community.
a) Recognizes the roles within his/her house.
Roles

TSG CONNECTIONS: 29. Demonstrates knowledge about self.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•
•

Adam says “My daddy cooks supper and mommy washes the dishes.”
Belinda says “I have to pick up my toys before I go to bed.”
In dramatic play, Misha takes the role of mom and Sheila plays the step mom.
Sarah, Josh and Isaac imitate roles of mother, father, baby in dramatic play. (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)

KNOWLEDGE
I can define role as expected
behavior according to my
position in a group.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can distinguish
between the roles of
member in my
house.

PRODUCT

I can identify the roles in my
home.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.5a
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Demonstrates understanding of the roles and relationships within his/her family and/or community.
b) Knows place in family structure.
Family, sister, son, daughter, brother, aunts, uncle, mother, father, child, grandparents

TSG CONNECTIONS: 29. Demonstrates knowledge about self.
DIFFERENTIATION

•
EXAMPLES

•
•
•

Cami brings in a family photo and “introduces” each family member during sharing time. (Approaches
to Learning: Persistence and Attentiveness)
Juan draws a picture of his family members.
Dante says, “I live with my daddy and my brother.”
Julie says, “I am the sister at my house.”

KNOWLEDGE
I know who I am in my family.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.5c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Demonstrates understanding of the roles and relationships within his/her family and/or community.
c) Uses familiar relationships to make sense of the world.
Family terms, responsibility, community, member terms

TSG CONNECTIONS: 29. Demonstrates knowledge about self.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

Micah tells his teacher about his Daddy’s work and what he does there.
Jayla tells Ahmad that her sister reads stories to her and is amazed that Ahmad does not have a sister.
When she hears the baby crying, Kareem says, “He must want his Mommy.” (Approaches to Learning: Initiative
and Curiosity)

KNOWLEDGE
I can describe
roles/responsibilities of family or
community members.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can classify roles
with responsibilities.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1:6

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
a) Describes self and/or compares own descriptions with others’ descriptions.
b) Identifies and recognizes gender.
c) Recognizes that people differ in language, dress, food, etc.
d) Recognizes and identifies differences in personal characteristics and family makeup.
e) Recognizes that different people have different roles and jobs in the community.
f) Recognizes and accepts similarities and differences.

GUIDING QUESTIONS: Can the child describe celebrations or traditions held by his family and/or those held by others (e.g.,
how birthdays are celebrated)?
Big Idea: Cultures and Societies Culture is the way of life shared by a group of people, including their ideas and traditions. Cultures reflect the values and beliefs of groups in different ways
(e.g., art, music, literature, religion); however, there are universals connecting all cultures. Culture influences viewpoints, rules and institutions in a global society. Students should understand that
people form cultural groups throughout the United States and the World, and that issues and challenges unite and divide them. Academic Expectation 2.16 Students observe, analyze, and
interpret human behaviors, social groupings, and institutions to better understand people and the relationships among individuals and among groups. Academic Expectation 2.17 Students
interact effectively and work cooperatively with the many ethnic and cultural groups of our nation and world.

Primary Enduring Knowledge – Understandings Students will understand that (1) culture is a system of beliefs, knowledge, institutions, customs/traditions, languages
and skills shared by a group of people. (2) cultures develop social institutions (e.g., government, economy, education, religion, family) to structure society, influence
behavior, and respond to human needs. (3) interactions among individuals and groups assume various forms (e.g., compromise, cooperation, conflict, competition). (4) a
variety of factors promote cultural diversity in a community. (5) an understanding and appreciation of the diverse complexity of cultures is essential to interact effectively and
work cooperatively with the many diverse ethnic and cultural groups of today.
Primary Skills and Concepts Students will (1) develop an understanding of the nature of culture: (a) explore and describe cultural elements (e.g., beliefs, traditions,
languages, skills, literature, the arts) (b) investigate diverse cultures using print and non-print sources (e.g., stories, books, interviews, observations) (2) investigate social
institutions (e.g.,schools) in the community (3) describe interactions (e.g., compromise, cooperation, conflict, competition) that occur between individuals/groups (4) describe
and give examples of conflicts and conflict resolution strategies
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6a

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
a) Describes self and/or compares own descriptions with others’ descriptions.

KEY VOCABULARY
TSG CONNECTIONS: 29. Demonstrates knowledge about self. 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

KNOWLEDGE
I can describe myself.

Isabella says, “I have lots of red hair.”
Jalen tells Ms. Linda, “I can pick up my baby sister. My Dad says I’m strong.” (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)
Kimmy says, “My Daddy says I look like my brother because we both have blue eyes.”

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can compare myself
to others.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6b
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
b) Identifies and recognizes gender.
Girl/boy, male/female, he/she

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

Yolanda says, “I’m a girl like Mommy.”
Cindy says, “Only girls can come into the treehouse.”
“I’m a girl,” says Emily, “and Chen and Isaac are boys.”

KNOWLEDGE
I can define gender as male or
female.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can determine my
gender.

PRODUCT

I can define female as girl.
I can define male as boy.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6c
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
c) Recognizes that people differ in language, dress, food, etc.
Culture, homes, traditions, holidays, characteristics, language, clothing, food

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•
•

Nicole notices that Molly’s skin is brown. (Approaches to Learning: Initiative and Curiosity)
Tasha tells her Mom that Carlos speaks Spanish. (Approaches to Learning: Initiative and Curiosity)
Melissa sings, “Hola” or “Jambo” during the “Hello” song.
Bryce signs, “I love you.”

KNOWLEDGE
I can define culture as attitude,
beliefs, customs, arts of a
particular group of people.
I can explain there are different
cultures and they have different
characteristics.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
I can determine how
people are different.

PRODUCT

I can distinguish
between cultures and
their characteristics.

I can identify culture
characteristics.
McCracken County Preschool
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6d
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
d) Recognizes and identifies differences in personal characteristics and family makeup.
Family

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•

Dante says, “I live with my daddy and my brother. Ari lives with his nana.”
Jenny says, “My eyes are blue and your eyes are brown.” (Logic and Reasoning: Reasoning and Problem
Solving

KNOWLEDGE
I can name my personal
characteristics.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL

PRODUCT

I can name who is in my family.
I can explain all families are
different.
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6e
KEY VOCABULARY

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
e) Recognizes that different people have different roles and jobs in the community.
Community helper terms

TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

•

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

In the dramatic play area, Julie grabs the briefcase and says, “I’m going to work.” (Approaches to Learning:
Persistence and Attentiveness)
When seeing a firefighter in uniform, Felicia says, “The fireman puts out fires.”
Caleb sees a nurse and says, “She gives shots.”
When Karen sees the mail truck she tells her Mom that the mail carrier brings her letters from Granny.

KNOWLEDGE
I can identify community roles
(examples: police, fireman,
doctor, etc.).

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL
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SOCIAL STUDIES- STANDARD
1. Demonstrates basic understanding of the world in which he/she lives.

1.6f

BENCHMARK:
Knows that diversity exists in the world.
f) Recognizes and accepts similarities and differences.

KEY VOCABULARY
TSG CONNECTIONS: 30. Shows basic understanding of people and how they live.
DIFFERENTIATION

EXAMPLES

•
•
•

Jack says, “Eddie rides in a wheelchair and I walk. We both go to the playground though.”
Mitch says, “Eduardo says uno, dos, tres. I say one, two, three.”
“Franklin likes pizza. I do too,” says Cari.

KNOWLEDGE
I can define similarities as the
same.

LEARNING TARGETS – “ I can statements”
REASONING
SKILL

PRODUCT

I can define differences as
different.
I can identify with differences and
similarities of the world.
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